














































672 Chapter 20
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Figure 20.9 Effect of receiver error on ESS sender strategies for handicap models
of signaling. When receivers have no perceptual enor, the ESS is for senders to
adjust the display level according to a monotonic function relating sender quality to
display (left). When there is even some receiver error, low-quality senders should •

aproduce no display or a minimal one; higher-quality senders should display accord-,
ing to a stepwise function in which there is rough matching of quality rank and sig-
nal rank, but within dusters of similar senders, all should display at the same level q
(middle). For high receiver error, senders are effectively divided into two groups:
low-quality individuals, who do not display, and high-quality ones, all of which disid
play at nearly the same level. (After Johnstone 1994.)

This model thus provides an alternative explanation for the wides
use of stereotyped all-or-nothing signals given at typical intensities (as
scribed on page 519). Stereotypy is simply the honest ESS when receiver
ceptual error is high. This contrasts with simple optimality arguments
stereotypy evolves to ensure accurate signal transmission and detection.
third explanation is that posed by Zahavi (1980, 1987, 1993) and discussed
pages 652-653. He argues that receivers force senders to perform displays
cording to some standar& A good match to the standard indicates a
value of the quality receivers seek to measure. It is not easy to come up wi
tests that discriminate conclusively among these alternatives. Certainly, n
of the explanations are incompatible with the others, and all may play so
role in real systems.

Evolutionary Equilibria versus Systems in Continuous Flux

Is it reasonable to treat all signal systems as if they were at an evolutio
equilibrium? Is there any stage in the evolution of new signals when send
have the upper hand and cheating is common (Dawkins and Krebs 1978)?
demon (1980) argued that animals have many more threat displays than
appear to need because many signals are the now uninformative relics
prior arms races between senders and receivers; new signals that recap
the attention of receivers would always be favored.

We discussed the mechanisms by which new signals might evolve
Chapter 16. Not all of these would seem to favor honest signaling at least
the outset. We take up the special case of Fisherian sexual selection in Cha










